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Greetings members and friends,

August has been a busy month for me. It started with a large number of spinets that needed

tuning and a few repairs. Definitely not my favorite model to work on but the results on

each instrument was greeted with smiles and approval from my clients. I am seeing a bit of

a surge in tuning requests from new and existing customers. I would suppose the newly

started school year has prompted the parents and teachers for the services needed.

About mid month I drove to Las Vegas to take a working vacation. 2000 miles one way. It

was great to see all of my dear friends and former clients. I was moved by their joy of

having me back in town. It has been 4 years since I have moved from Las Vegas to Ohio.

The city is grown immensely as can be observed by another sports stadium being erected

next to the highway, where the Oakland Raiders will call home and, across the street the

new TMobile Center is where the Las Vegas Golden Knights hockey team plays. This city

has grown in population and major traffic as well. Having lived there 21 years I got lost

trying to take the right roads and exits because of the massive road improvements. The

PTG Chapter there is thriving but I believe they could still use more members to handle

the 2000 families per month moving there.

I was asked by many if I was ever going to move back. My response to them was that I

always enjoyed serving the Vegas area and built a great business. However, I was looking

to relocate to a more seasonal environment and begin a semiretired business lifestyle.

Since that move I have embraced the state, people, climate and state of mind that makes

Ohio the best move I have ever made. Even starting my business (for the third time) I have

made wonderful clients, friends and yes.... all the spinets, uprights grands that, when

serviced, make their home musical again.

The rewards from this job that started in Maine as a hobby in 1983 have made me a rich

man. Not so much in financial wealth but in the people and communities where I earn the

trust and friendships.

David Chadwick, RPT

President's Message
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Chapter Meeting Minutes

May 21, 2019

The meeting was held at Bryan Hartzler's shop in

Galena.

Attendance:

David Chadwick, Chris Burget, Bryan Hartzler, Kim

Hoessly, David Stang, Phil Walters

Teasurer's Report:

$1,880.06

Old Business:

Chris Burget and Kim Hoessly are planning to meet

over the summer to go over the bylaws and make sure

they conform to the national ones and make some

housekeeping edits, if needed, then bring the changes

back to the Chapter for a vote. They were last revised in

2014, and can be viewed on the Chapter website at:

https://www.ptgcolumbus.org/bylaws.html

Future technicals were discussed, and David Chadwick

said that he has a couple of pianos that may work for

technicals. One is a Mason & Hamlin BB grand that he

is rebuilding. He has been thinking of doing a

partial/sectional pinblock replacement a la Chuck

Behm, where the tuning pin field is cut out, a new piece

fit in and then drilled forntuning pins. This could pos

sibly be a daytime technical on a Saturday, perhaps? He

also has a Steinway console that has seen some

extensive mouse damage, so he was thinking of a "de

mousing" technical. Some tuning oriented technicals

were also discussed, including various people's

temperament sequences, or comparisons of different

temperaments, as well as a tuning test simulation, or

primer, of some sort.

New Business:

Mitch Staples said he was planning to go the national

Convention in Tuscon, and could be Delegate to

Council if he goes.

We agreed to renew ads for both the Ohio Music

Teachers Association (OMTA) and the American Guild

Of Organists (AGO).

From Mitch Staples

All,

Thank you for allowing me to be the delegate to the

National Convention in Tucson. I enjoyed meeting

new colleagues and old friends. In the council

meetings Monday morning we discussed long range

plans, then in the afternoon we voted on board

members. Paul Adams is the new President, Mark

Poulin  Vice President, Jim Fariss – Treasurer, and our

Central East Regional Vice President Michael

Gutowski was reelected. On Tuesday we nominated

Committee members in the morning and voted in the

afternoon.

We also discussed future conventions in Orlando, FL

2020 and Reno, NV 2021.

Gale and I attended a bunch of very interesting classes.

There were several classes on forte pianos that I

attended which will help immensely in my little class at

OSU. The theme of the convention “Notes From the

Past Keys to the Future” played out in our class choices

– I seemed to always be going to Notes From the Past

classes learning about interesting instruments and stuff,

and Gale was going to Keys to the Future improving

her tuning and technical knowledge. A very rewarding

experience.

Thanks Again,

Mitchell Staples

Exam Prep On The Road

https://my.ptg.org/examprep/home

October 18 & 19, 2019
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So, if you are working on a Wurlitzer Grand made in

the Far East, you may find, when you need to remove

the lyre (or legs for that matter), that lo and behold,

you need an allen wrench. So Steinway has gone that

route and I had bought the requisite size and thought,

ah, I just need to get that out of the car. But no, that’s

not an allen wrench, this is an allen wrench (Photo 1).

Yes, you need a 3/8” wrench. You can use vise grips

(that’s how I got it off in the first place) but that may

not always work well. If experience has taught me

nothing else, it has taught me to use the right tool for

the job or suffer the consequences. Maybe not all the

time, but when that lesson comes, it will not be pretty.

Also, a tip on lyre repairs, while I’m at it, it’s helpful

to use painter’s tape on the legs of the lyre where the

excess glue is coming out. Makes clean up easier

(Photo 2).

And finally, it wasn’t part of the needed repair, but the

sustain pedal was loose (no surprise there). It was

similar to the Steinway pedal attachment with a piece

of felt, which was worn. I thought I’d just whip that

off and replace it, but could not for the life of me get

that screw off the top to access the mechanism. Then

realized I could turn it over and undo the screw from

the bottom. Live and learn. (Photos 3 & 4).

Pedal Tips

by Kim Hoessly

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3 Photo 4
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The May meeting was held at Bryan Hartzler's shop in Galena,
with Bryan also giving the technical presentation on changing
action leverage with parts selection and moving capstan location.
In some recent issues of the PTG Journal, Nick Gravagne has
offered some methods of measuring and changing action geometry
using various equations and protocols. Here, Bryan is offering
something that may be a bit of a counterpoint, of sorts, in that he is
demonstrating something more based on feel and utilizing part
selection and placement to acheive his ends. That is not to imply
any sort of disagreement with Gravagne's methods in any way, just
a different path to a similar end. Much of this "feel' has come from
his experiences and realizing, over time, that what he likes in how
an action feels and plays seemes to be what many of his clients
seem to like. Though, he did at some point mention a few cases,
like the owner of a Steinway O he is working on, where a
touchweight that was desired was heavier than his own
preferences. It's not like Bryan was completely eliminating any
number crunching whatsoever; you still need to measure
regulation aspects like blow distance, letoff, touchweight, as well
as some distances like centerpintoknuckle distance on shanks,
etc. His approach just isn't so heavily formulaic. This is based on
the fact that, though he doesn't describe himself as accomplished a
player as some of his clients, he can at least play to a level where
he can anticipate what they may like. For those who cannot play at
all, Bryan mentioned then perhaps Gravagne's approach, or
somrthing similar, may better serve them in the end. He also said
that Nick's approach is useful when you are totally redesigning an
action from the ground up, where even balance and front rail
dimensions are possibly altered.
To sum up part of Bryan's approach ahead of time, he tries to
regulate a note to specs that he tends to prefer; like a 1 3/4" blow
distance, and 3/8" dip. This is a starting point that can be changed
later, although his goal is to try and get everything to work within
his desired specs, and he will select the parts that allow for that.
He removes the capstan on the sample and uses a movable
"capstan sled" that allows him to find optimal placement on the
keystick. If he is replacing whippens, then he'll often use one with
a return assist spring. He also likes to use whippens with movable
heels/cushions to match capstan locaton. Other considerations, like
key leads and hammer weight, are also taken into account,
especially when those are being swapped out. His ideal key
leading is three leads plus one trim lead. By using the spring
assissted whippens, he may be able to remove excess key leads on
some pianos. Heavily leaded keys may help overcome some action
weight issues, but they also introduce inertia into the action, which
many advanced players may find themselves fighting a bit. Also, it
should be noted, that much of what was discussed, specification
wise, applied to Steinways, though some of the same principles
could still be used on other pianos.
He started out by showing us a Steinway B from the 1970's. In
addition to teflon bushings, these often had action geometries that
left something to be desired. He mentions that the blow distance
was often too great for a key dip that was too shallow. Dip may

Changing Action Leverage With Parts Selection & Moving Capstan Location
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have even been less than 3/8" in some cases, so the key bottoms
out too soon with hardly any aftertouch. Often the backchecks
were worn quickly, and might have even hung up on hammers. On
this piano, he ended up switching out the whippens for the spring
loaded turbo, or "Miracle", whippens mentioned earlier, which
allowed him to remove some keyleads, Then he moved to capstan
line back slightly toward to back of the key, which allows for a
more aggressive engagement with the whippen if the same
keystroke is considered. He also set dip to at least .390", just
slightly more then 3/8". Many newer Steinways, in contrast, have a
much deeper dip with a shallower blow distance, and fewer
keyleads in order to reduce inertia; only two plus a trim lead. He
described trying to find a sweet spot for inertia. Too much helps
with downweight, but once the keys really get moving a lot in
heavy passages, they take loger to come to rest, so to speak. Too
little inertia, then the keys sort of flop around with no resistance at
all. He also broke down the action workings into two basic
categories: "how much" and "how long". How much is basically
the weight, including key leads, hammer weight, friction,
repetition and under lever spring strength, etc. The how long, or
far, includes blow distance, key dip, letoff, and so on. At one
point, he even compared the action to an engine. Engines have
many parts that move in circles, while action parts move in arcs, or
partial circles. When a key is depressed and the capstan rises, it is
actually moving in an arc, as are the hammers, and other parts.
(And yes, if you broke down the dimensions of these arcs, then
you will likely start to run into many of the formulae that are
involved with action ratios and geometries that other techs write
about.) So, for example, if you move a capstan back a bit, but
decided to keep the same key dip, then it will travel farther and
faster in a larger arc with the same amount of key travel, thus
making it more efficient, or aggressive. Sort of like where you
hold a baseball bat, choking up or down, can effect how much
power is transferred into the baseball upon contact.
He then demonstrated some on an action model. Bryan stated
that when he is doing this on an actual piano, he will remove some
of the whippens around the sample note allowing for easier access
and viewing. He also had to tape some leads onto the top of the
key as there were none in the model. He then slid the capstan sled
back and forth along the key under the whippen and watched the
hammer height change until it reached his desired blow distance.
That is where you would tape the sled onto the key and mark the
location of the capstan. If replacing whips with movable heels, this
would also correspond to their placement. He may then take
touchweight measurements and decide if leads need to be removed
and turbo whippens added. Excessive friction in flanges also needs
to be considered, keybushings must already be eased or replaced as
needed, and all keypins need to have been polished or lubricated.
Bryan then talked about springs adding to the sense of weight
that is felt by the pianist. Repetition and underlever springs,
though assisting their respective parts to reset easier, their initial
engagement is felt as weight. The one exception may be the spring
on the turbo whips. So, he will do what he can to lessen the spring
tension in places like the underlever, where the tension is often
very excessive. He may even remove them all together, unless he



feels that it will undermine the damper function because the
damper felts are too hard or old, and won't be replaced due to
budget constraints. The moment of letoff as the jack engages the
button, is also felt as weight; as is the moment where the repetition
lever contacts the drop scew. So, it is important that those two
happen simultaneously as one brief event, instead of a quick
"bumpbump". The feeling after that is, well, aftertouch. He doesn't
have a fixed dimension in mind here, just a feeling of follow
through with out bottoming out too soon. When discussing
lubrication, he often uses both liquid and aerosol McLube for
keypins, knuckles, repetition lever tops, whippen heels, and
capstans.
Next, he showed us relocating capstans. First, the stack is
removed. Then, using his sample, he'll mark the postion of the new
capstan, measure how far away it is from the original position, then
mark the rest of the keys accordingly. He does so by taking a long
straightedge and clamping it into place right along the intended
capstan line. On the end keys is often a little tick mark on the side
of the key near the top that represents the capstan line. These tick
marks are what the factory workers used to set their lines using a
straightedge. So, if the sample capstan is 5 mm further back, he'll
measure 5 mm from the tick marks on each end key and set the
straightedge along that line. Then he uses a scribe, not a pencil, to
mark that line along the straightedge. This is also a good time to
take note of any capstan/whippen misalignment and change the
lateral capstan postion as needed. Next, the old capstan holes need
to be plugged back in with hardwood. After that, mark exactly each
spot for the new capstans along the scribed line. A punch may help
here, if the scribe line isn't deep enough to keep a drill bit from
wandering. If a drill press isn't available, then great care must be
taken to insure that the capstan hole is drilled as perfectly vertical
as possible. Bryan said he has even used a tap to start the holes on
occasion. He showed us various types of capstans, including
WNG's annodized coated black ones, which have a narrower shaft
than conventional ones.
After all that was some discussion on hammer selection, as well
as shanks, whippens, and backchecks. He likes the Hamburg style
checks because they thread onto their wires and their height can be
tweaked by merely rotating up or down. This also lead into the hot
topic of the day regarding Steinway decals and using all Steinway
parts. Steinway may not still have some of the shank dimensions
for some of their older pianos (pre 1984) where the knuckleto
centerpin distance may be off by a millimeter, or so. That is enough
to throw off other dimesions that could require reconfiguring much
more than would be economical for some clients. Sometimes only
thirdparty manufacturers make these parts, so now many techs and
rebuilders are in a quandary. Tokiwa and Renner, and possibly a
few others, can offer the proper sized shanks, as well as turbo
whippens, and/or adjustable heels. Steinway's own literature even
warns than reconfiguring keyleads and other parts may be
necessary when trying to fit newer Steinway parts into older
actions. This presents problems to the owners of older Steinways,
and the techs and rebuilders who service them, That, however, is
another discussion.
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Chapter

Dinner

Tuesday

September 17

6:30pm

 Officers 

Villa Nova Ristorante

5545 N High St

Columbus, OH 43214

(614) 8465777

https://villanovacolumbus.com

RSVP to Chris Burget

byMonday, September 16

cjburget@gmail.com

(614) 2142631


